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SOLO

SKINNY MINI

LAUNDRY KING

MILENA INSET

EURO INSET

SPARE PARTS

quality
laundry
essentials

Milena laundry products have proudly been manufactured in
Australia since 1976 ensuring that when you purchase a
Milena laundry product you can be confident that it is built to
the very highest standards and guaranteed to last.
Why choose a Milena Cabinet:
?
Cabinet will never rust
?
Cabinet is not prone to denting
?
Variety of sizes to fit most spaces
?
Smaller doors mean less chance of breakage
?
Door tidies to carry those everyday items for easy access
?
Stainless steel hinge pins.
?
Built in floors

«
The STC-45MS (Stainless Steel Tub)
INCLUDES A FREE LAUNDRY LID.

SOLO

45 litre

SOLO

The development of
the one piece cabinet means the
cabinet offers easy-to-clean
surfaces without any grime
catching joins, while delivering
the practicality and strength of a
rust-proof cabinet that will look
new for years to come.

STC-45MS

«

STC-45WH
(Lid not Included)

MLL-45WH

Door Tidy

Taps not included. Tiling flange not shown.

SKINNY MINI

35 litre
Available in
left or right
hinged door

SKINNY MINI

The space
saving Skinny Mini will optimise
your laundry space, at only
370mm wide, with a very
practical 35ltr capacity. It is the
perfect size for use in homes,
town houses and apartments
where space saving is of
importance.

MTC-35WHL
MTC-35WHR
(Left or Right hinged door)

MTC-35MSL
MTC-35MSR
(Left or Right hinged door)

Door Tidy

Taps not included. Tiling flange not shown. Right hinged doors shown.

LAUNDRY KING

70 litre

LAUNDRY KING

With its
huge capacity of 70ltrs this cabinet
is specifically designed for the
large family and a big workload.

Door Tidy

Cabinet strength

Quality product

MTC-70WH

Taps not included. Tiling flange not shown.

MILENA

32 litre

MIT-32MS Two tap holes

MIT-32MSNB No tap holes

TOP VIEW

SIDE VIEW

CUT OUT SIZE

364 mm

344 mm
Radius
42.5 mm
524 mm

271 mm

544 mm

«
Both the MIT-45MSLL and MIT-45MSNBLL
INCLUDE A FREE LAUNDRY LID.

MILENA

45 litre

MIT-45MSLL Two tap holes

«

TOP VIEW

MIT-45MSNBLL No tap holes

SIDE VIEW

CUT OUT SIZE

630 mm

610 mm

448 mm

Radius
45 mm
265 mm

470 mm

Taps not included

«

EURO

35 litre

MIT-35SSR Right hand tap hole

MIT-35SS2 Two tap holes

EURO

With its unique shape,
square-edging and all-over “gunmetal”
finish this tub is especially well suited to
combination laundry / guest-toilet
applications. Or perhaps where a little
extra class is desired.
TOP VIEW

MIT-35SSL Left hand tap hole

SIDE VIEW

CUT OUT SIZE

575 mm

550 mm

438 mm

215 mm

465 mm

Radius
15 mm

MILENA - POLY

45 litre
LIT-45WH Two tap holes
TOP VIEW

SIDE VIEW

CUT OUT SIZE

665 mm

635 mm

475 mm

280 mm

505 mm

Taps not included

SPARE PARTS

BPK-CR | BY-PASS KIT - CHROME
90 mm BASKET WASTE

BPK-WH | BY-PASS KIT - WHITE
60 mm PLUG & WASTE

OFK | OVER-FLOW KIT

BW-90 | 90 mm BASKET WASTE

MLL-45WH | LAUNDRY LID - WHITE
Suitable for STC-45MS, MIT-45 & Contour-45SS

TILE-BEAD | TILING BEAD

BW-60 | 60 mm BASKET WASTE

UNDERSTANDING YOUR RIGHTS UNDER
AUSTRALIAN CONSUMER LAW

MILENA PRODUCT WARRANTY
Milena warrants that its products will be free from
defect for the following periods:
Laundry Cabinets & Tubs

25 Years

By-Pass Kits & Fittings

5 Years

For Warranty Conditions please read full Warranty
available on our website (www.milena.com.au).

Available from

ADJ-LEGS | ADJUSTABLE LEGS
Suitable for SOLO & Contour

The Australian Consumer Law protects consumers by giving
them certain guaranteed rights when they buy goods and
services. For example, the Law requires that goods must be
free of defects, and do what they are meant to do. Services
must be carried out with care and skill. These rights, which the
Law says automatically apply whenever goods or services are
supplied to a consumer, are called 'Consumer Guarantees'.
Our goods come with guarantees that cannot be excluded
under the Australian Consumer Law. You are entitled to a
replacement or refund for a major failure if the goods fail to be
of acceptable quality. You are also entitled to have the goods
repaired or replaced if the goods fail to be of acceptable quality
and failure does not amount to a major failure.
Consumer Guarantees have no set time limit and are largely
dependant on the price and related quality of the goods.
Consumer Guarantees do not apply when you simply change
your mind.
Read more about Australian Consumer Law at:
www.consumerlaw.gov.au
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